Different tissues coordinate growth rates by hierarchical subdivision in inducer of growth and 16 responder roles. 3D organization of the stem cell niche predisposes the retina to a spatially 17 biased neutral drift, which is differentially modulated in the neural retina and retinal pigmented 18 epithelium to synchronize growth rates, regulate organ shape, and cellular topology. 19
a model the eye of teleost fish, which grow while maintaining the precise shape needed for 23 vision throughout the animal's life. 24
Combining clonal analysis in the eye of the teleost medaka (Oryzias latipes) with a 25 computational agent based model, we find that the neural retina (NR) and retinal pigmented 26 epithelium (RPE) differentially modulate cell divisions to coordinate their growth rates. Cell 27 divisions in the NR are less stochastic, consistent with an upstream role as an inducer of 28 growth in nearby tissues. Cells in the RPE display much higher stochasticity, consistent with a 29 downstream role responding to inductive signals. 30
Our simulation predicts that the segregation of stem-and progenitor cell domains in the retinal 31 ciliary marginal zone niche is an emergent property, as the topology of the niche preconditions 32 the system to undergo a spatially biased stochastic neutral drift. Clone properties in the NR 33 support this prediction, and further suggest that NR cells control the direction of division axes 34 to regulate organ shape and retinal cell topology. 35
This work highlights an as yet unappreciated mechanism for growth coordination in a complex 36 organ, where one tissue integrates external and internal cues as a hub to synchronize growth 37 rates in nearby tissues. In the eye of fish, proliferation parameters of neuroretinal stem cells 38 are a minimal target node for evolution to exploit to adapt whole-organ morphogenesis in a 39 complex vertebrate organ. In this work we combine in vivo and in silico clonal analysis in the NR and RPE of medaka to 91 address how these tissues coordinate their growth rates. We find that RPE stem cells divide 92 highly stochastically consistent with a downstream role in the control hierarchy, whereas NR 93 stem cells display less stochasticity consistent with an upstream role in inducing growth in 94 nearby tissues. Our simulation predicts that the spatial segregation of stem and progenitor 95 CMZ domains is an emergent property, as the topology of the retinal niche preconditions the 96 retina to a spatially biased neutral drift. NR stem cells deviate from a purely random drift model 97 by preferential division axis orientation and differential modulation of division parameters along 98 the CMZ circumference. We propose that during post-embryonic growth of the teleost eye, the 99 NR CMZ forms a hub for integrating external and internal stimuli that affect cell division 100 parameters, which ultimately direct the growth and shape of the entire eye. In vivo, the spatial extent of the CMZ stem cell domain is believed to be defined by cues such 140 as nearby blood vessels (Wan et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017 To prevent physically implausible cell crowding, cell-center based models include a density- composed of multiple tissues, one tissue may be the driver for growth, while the rest follows. 176
We examined how these two conceptual growth modes affected clones in the simulation. In 177 our implementation of the inducer growth mode, an increase in cell number induces growth of 178 the virtual eye's radius (Supplementary Equation 5). Implicit in this growth mode is the 179 assumption that cell division is not inhibited by the degree of cell crowding normally present in 180 the tissue (otherwise the organ would never grow). Therefore, we set the tolerated overlap 181
, a value which we empirically determined to minimize cell division 182 inhibition while preventing physically implausible crowding. 183
In the responder growth mode, we let the radius grow linearly over time (Supplementary 184
Equation 6
). In this growth mode, cells must stop dividing until they receive an external 185 stimulus. We take advantage of the pre-existing local density sensing to implement a physical 186 stimulus akin to contact inhibition. Thus, we set the tolerated overlap threshold 187 Due to the spatio-temporal order in the retina, the shape of clones is a readout for proliferation 204
properties of CMZ cells. In the extreme case of no stochastic variation in cell division timing, 205 each clone forms a continuous, unbranching stripe (Figure 3 B, left) . In the opposite highly 206 stochastic case, clones frequently branch or merge into polyclones, as well as fragment into 207 several small patches (Figure 3 B, right) . Thus, with increasing stochasticity in cell division 208 timing, we expect an increasing incidence of clone branching and fragmentation. 209
We compared simulated clones of the inducer and responder growth modes to clones in the 210 NR and RPE (Figure 3 A', A''). We circumvented biases associated with fusion and 211 fragmentation of clones by analyzing "patches", i.e. contiguous domains of segmented pixels. 212
A patch may entail a (sub-)clone, or multiple clones (i.e. a polyclone) (Figure 3 Supplement 1) . 213
To assay the degree of stochasticity in our experimental and simulated data, we quantified 214 patch shape variability, branching, and fragmentation. 215
We unrolled the retina with a coordinate transform, then aligned and superimposed all patches 216 A''). Thus, the spatial segregation of stem-and progenitor domains was an emergent property 272 of the system. 273
Experimental clones follow a spatially biased stochastic driftOur simulations uncovered a role of stochastic drift in the niche, and lead us to the following 275 two predictions: First, a large proportion of stem cells is lost by neutral competition and forms 276 terminating clones. Thus, ArCoS should be a minority among labelled clones. Second, there 277 is a spatial bias in this drift: The majority of ArCoS will derive from peripheral cells but some 278 will derive from more central positions. Similarly, the majority of terminating clones will derive 279 from central positions, but some will derive from peripheral positions. 280
To address these predictions experimentally, we again labelled NR stem cells in hatchlings 281 using the Rx2:: We wondered whether NR stem cell division orientation could relate to shaping the organ. An 311 inducer growth mode does not necessarily imply regulation of organ shape. To use an analogy, 312 a mass of dough grows from within (similar to the inducer growth mode), but its shape can be 313 imposed externally by a mold (i.e. the dough does not affect shape regulation). In the NR, the 314 shape could plausibly be imposed externally by any of the surrounding tissues, and in this 315 case, it would have no role in organ shape regulation (Figure 5 A) . As the space available for 316 cells is imposed externally, any orientation of division axes is theoretically possible; after 317 division cells will locally shift to optimally fill space. In an alternative scenario, organ shape 318 could be regulated by oriented cell divisions of CMZ stem cells (Figure 5 B) . In this scenario, 319 a precise orientation of division axes is necessary. 320
We calculated the ideal proportion of circumferential and radial divisions required to maintain 321 hemispherical geometry. We assumed two principal axes of division, and that each new cell 322 local diffusible molecule). Second, we altered two cell division parameters: The probability of 366 division, which affects how fast cells divide on average, and the preferential axis of cell division, 367 which we varied between circumferentially-biased and radially-biased. 368
In control simulations where all cells behaved equally, the embryonic retina stayed centered 369 (Figure 6 B', C'). For a lineage-bound intrinsic signal, a circumferential division axis bias lead 370 to massive enlargement of ventral lineages at the expense of adjacent clones without affecting 371 the embryonic retina (Figure 6 B'' ). Reducing proliferation probability resulted in termination of 372 ventral lineages, as adjacent clones displaced them from the virtual niche (Figure 6 B''' ). An 373 intrinsic signal resulted in a ventral shift only if circumferential division axis bias was combined 374 with lower proliferation probability (Figure 6 B'''' ). In these simulations, circumferential divisionsPage 13 of 32 allowed ventral lineages to physically occupy niche positions (preventing their displacement) 376 while lower proliferation reduced pressure on cells of the embryonic retina, allowing a ventral 377 shift. In the scenario of a lineage-independent extrinsic signal, two conditions resulted in a 378 ventral shift of the embryonic retina: Both lower division probability (Figure 6 C''' ) and the 379 combination of lower division probability with circumferential division axis bias (Figure 6 C'''') . 380
To identify which scenario was most plausible, we analyzed patches in the ventral and non-381 ventral sectors. Both in experiments and all three simulated conditions, patch shape in the non-382 ventral sector was similar (Figure 6 D'-D'''', top panels) . Importantly, although there was a 383 tendency for ventral clones to terminate more often, experimental NR patches did not differ 384 substantially in width between non-ventral and ventral sectors (Figure 6 A, D' ). In contrast, this 385 When an extrinsic signal reduced proliferation probability, the majority of ventral ArCoS formed 391 very narrow stripes, but at the border to the non-ventral domain ArCoS were broad and curved 392 and thus the overall greatest congruence with the experimental data. 398
In conclusion, ventral NR stem cells have a different behavior than elsewhere along the 399 circumference, leading to a ventral-ward shift of the embryonic retina. The simulations suggest 400 that this different behavior consists of concurrent modulation of both proliferation rate and 401 division axes by an extrinsic signal in the ventral CMZ.
Discussion 403
The NR drives growth upstream of the RPE 404
The coordinated growth of multiple independent tissues is a ubiquitous process in biology. In 405 this work, we used the post-embryonic growth of NR and RPE in the eye of medaka as a model 406 system of coordination in an organ where both growth and shape must be precisely regulated. 407
Eye size in fish scales to the body size (Lyall, 1957; Johns and Easter, 1977). Body size, and 408 thus eye growth rates greatly vary among individuals and environmental factors (Johns, 1981) . 409
This natural malleability implies that feedback coupling plays a dominant role rather than the 410 precise parametrization of each tissue growth rate. Strikingly, our simulations showed that 411 inducer and responder growth modes impacted on stochasticity in cell divisions, ultimately 412 resulting in distinct clonal patterns that reproduced the experimentally observed differences 413 between NR and RPE. 414 competition (thus increasing niche polyclonality). In summary, the geometry of the CMZ niche 479 prohibits the total loss of polyclonality. 480
The NR senses the retinal radius and directs cell divisions to adapt organ shape 481
Our analysis of NR stem cell divisions implies that cells sense the radius of the eye to regulate 482 organ shape. Across vertebrates, the retina integrates visual input to adapt organ shape to 483 optimize optics, a process called "emmetropization" (Wallman and Winawer, 2004) . In chicken, 484 emmetropization is regulated by specialized neurons distributed across the retina that send 485 their axons to the CMZ, implicating the CMZ in regulation of eye shape (Fischer et al., 2008) . Our in silico screen identified three scenarios consistent with asymmetric ventral growth. 509
Based on clonal patterns, an extrinsic signal driving lower proliferation and circumferential 510 divisions appears most plausible. Experimental eye re-orientation in vivo implied an eye-511 internal mechanism independent on body axes or visual cues in regulating retinal asymmetry 512 (Cameron, 1996). The origin of this signal and how it scales with the growing eye to always 513 affect a similarly-sized retinal sector remains to be elucidated. 514
The CMZ integrates cues to direct eye growth and shape 515
The retina integrates global cues such as nutrition to scale with body size (Johns and Easter, 516 1977), local eye-internal cues to generate an asymmetric retinal topology (Cameron, 1996) , 517
and external visual cues to adapt the shape of the organ (Kröger and Wagner, 1996; Shen and 518 
688
In silico clonal lineage labelling 
697
For comparison to experimental data, between 8-13% of clones were randomly sampled from the full 698 simulated population; the sample was chosen to produce a sparse label with a comparable number of 699 patches per retina as in the experimental data. Each simulation was sampled twice. The sample of 700 simulated clones was plotted as a 2D projection using a custom Python script; cellular edges were 701 blurred by application of a median filter and shape smoothing plugin in ImageJ.
702
Patch shape analysis
703
Data analysis on experimental and simulated data was performed using the same automated pipeline 
709
The analysis pipeline treated proximal views of experimental and simulated retinae as polar plots and 
